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Abstract
This minireview discusses the benefits and pitfalls of machine learning, and 
artificial intelligence in upper gastrointestinal endoscopy for the detection and 
characterization of neoplasms. We have reviewed the literature for relevant 
publications on the topic using PubMed, IEEE, Science Direct, and Google Scholar 
databases. We discussed the phases of machine learning and the importance of 
advanced imaging techniques in upper gastrointestinal endoscopy and its 
association with artificial intelligence.

Key Words: Artificial intelligence; Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy; Esophageal cancer, 
Gastric cancer, Barrett’s esophagus
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Core Tip: This minireview aims to explore an important topic; the role of artificial 
intelligence in upper gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy detection of cancer. We tried to 
delineate the most common obstacles encountered when trying to implement artificial 
intelligence in upper GI endoscopy for cancer detection and characterization. 
Moreover, we tried to outline the future prospects of this technique, along with its 
benefits, and uncertainties. This topic summarizes the wide scope for integration of 
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INTRODUCTION
Upper gastrointestinal (GI) cancers affecting the esophagus and stomach are 
responsible for more than one and half million annual deaths worldwide. Both are 
considered aggressive cancers, discovered mostly at an advanced stage, when curative 
measures are no longer applicable[1].

The current standard method for diagnosis of upper GI cancers is upper GI 
endoscopy and biopsy, using a white light endoscopy. The most common upper GI 
cancers encountered are esophageal adenocarcinoma, Barrett's esophagus (BE) and 
gastric cancer[2]. Artificial intelligence (AI) could add more accuracy to early 
cancerous and precancerous lesion detection in the upper GI during endoscopic 
evaluation[3].

Regardless of the great progress of AI in colonoscopy examinations, the integration 
of AI in upper GI endoscopy is still a new area of research with only a few pilot 
studies available, mostly due to unavailability of large datasets annotating upper GI 
cancers[2].

A recent meta-analysis examined the effect of AI in detecting Helicobacter pylori (H. 
pylori) infection during upper GI endoscopy, and found eight studies with pooled 
sensitivity of 87%, and specificity of 86%[4]. Moreover, another study combined the 
effect of neoplasm detection and H. pylori infection status, and found twenty-three 
studies with high pooled diagnostic accuracy in upper GI neoplasms; 96 in gastric 
cancer, 96% in BE, 88% in squamous esophagus and 92% in H. pylori detection[5].

IMPORTANCE OF USING AI IN UPPER GI ENDOSCOPY
The miss rate of detecting upper GI cancers reaches 11.3% according to a meta-analysis 
by Menon and Trudgill[6], and even higher rates could be observed in superficial 
neoplasms, reaching 75% (i.e., gastric superficial neoplasia)[7]. According to a recent 
meta-analysis by Arribas et al[3], using AI integrated upper GI endoscopy yielded 
pooled sensitivity of 90%, and specificity of 89% for detection of neoplastic lesions, 
independent of the type of neoplasia (whether esophageal adenocarcinoma, BE, or 
gastric adenocarcinoma).

Expert sensitivity and specificity criteria in detecting the upper GI tumors differ 
from the detection and characterization of colorectal polyps for a few reasons. First, 
due to over-specialization of certain types of upper GI cancers according to the 
geographical prevalence of the cancer, for example, in the gastroenterologist’s practice, 
resulting in limited training for the detection of non-prevalent types of cancers. AI 
integrated systems don’t suffer the same geographical bias, thus offering better 
detection independent of the prevalence of GI cancer types[3]. Colon cancer preva-
lence is higher, enabling more data storage and more training.

The second reason, lesions that are minimal (in size or in depth) or hard to visualize 
by the inexperienced endoscopist, could be easily detected using the AI assistance[2]. 
Furthermore, gastric cancer lesions can be masked after eradication of H. pylori, this 
masking is due to regression of the mucosal elevation (decrease in its height) caused 
by the regression of chronic inflammatory process of H. pylori infection, or due to the 
coverage of the neoplastic area with atypical mucosa or even healthy columnar 
mucosa[8,9]. Advanced imaging techniques[10], when associated with AI, might help 
in detection of these masked neoplastic lesions.

https://www.wjgnet.com/2644-3236/full/v2/i5/124.htm
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Third reason being that training is not adequate in postgraduate courses, either 
because of insufficient interest (due to different cancer prevalence), or insufficient 
resources (especially for the computer simulation programs)[11]. However, an AI 
cumulative sensitivity of 91% for early-stage neoplasia proves that AI integrated 
systems will increase the efficacy of diagnostic upper GI endoscopy immensely. Thus, 
there is an urgent need for AI implementation in the clinical setting, even more urgent 
than the lower GI colonoscopy. Diagnostic settings have the issue of less experienced 
endoscopists compared to intervention intended settings, so early cancerous lesions 
tend to be easily overlooked (undetected)[3]. This of course will not eliminate the need 
for experienced endoscopists; however, integration with AI will have the best yield
[12], considering that most of the upper GI lesions are non-polypoid which require 
higher level of skills for detection than colorectal cancer.

AI IN UPPER GI ENDOSCOPY
Machine learning (ML) must pass through multiple phases for validation in both 
training and testing (as shown in Figure 1). The AI used in endoscopy is ML, the most 
prevalent type of ML is deep learning (DL).

The first wave of AI was logic based handcrafted knowledge. In this logic-based 
handcrafted algorithms were developed separately for each task. This allowed the 
reasoning behind decisions of the first wave to be quite high, because every step of 
decision was handcrafted. However, the machine was unable to learn. The second 
wave of AI (the current wave) is the statistical ML in which the machines can learn 
from data, with an easily implemented learning algorithm, to generate a model used to 
carry out decisions. This eliminates the difficult part of designing and implementing a 
task-specific algorithm. While this raised the level of ML, it also caused a huge decline 
in the reasoning for the decisions. This means that the reasoning behind a wrong 
decision becomes hard to identify, rendering the algorithm a black box. The best way 
to avoid highly wrong decision rates is for provide a large amount of variable data to 
the machine to learn from[13].

ML passes through many phases. First phase is the training phase; where an 
annotated dataset is used to train the ML system, and then validated by determining 
the number of images it correctly identified. Second is the testing phase where a non-
annotated dataset is given to the ML system to examine its diagnostic capabilities in 
comparison to experts in the field, and then using this ML system in a clinical setting, 
either in real time or in prospective trials to evaluate its performance in a real-world 
clinical setting.

There are two types of gastric lesion examinations identified during upper GI 
endoscopy using AI: (as shown in Figure 2): (1) Lesion detection (to know whether it is 
present or absent) and localization (to know its exact location in the GI tract); and (2) 
Lesion characterization (to assess its histological prediction).

The first type uses images with low or moderate quality, but the second type uses 
advanced optical diagnostic tools including: Narrow band imaging (NBI), chromoen-
doscopy, endocytoscopy, optical magnification, among others[14,15]. All types use 
semi-automatic identification, where the endoscopist delineates the affected area and 
centers the polyp near the endoscope lens for better visualization[14]. Invasion depth 
has been successfully predicted (with 89% diagnostic accuracy) through coding 
systems that are not very complicated, a proposed implementation of automated DL 
models in gastric cancers. Furthermore, another proposed implementation of a 
modified version by the same author is faster by 13 min in the test stage on unknown 
data, but has a slightly lower accuracy of 82%, with similar performance to experts and 
higher than trainees[16].

CURRENT STATUS, WHAT IS ACHIEVED AND WHAT IS NOT
If feasibility and usefulness of non-real time can be proved, then technical feasibility of 
real time is achievable, with an increased degree of sophistication of implementation 
and cost. Improvement of this real time feasibility could be accomplished through 
software programming of graphic processing unit (GPU) and central processing unit 
(CPU), along with implementation of specialized hardware systems.

Most implementations in AI use DL algorithms such as convolutional neural 
network (CNN). Wu et al[17] did the only randomized controlled trial (RCT) available 
on the topic. The team examined the diagnostic accuracy of their AI system using a 
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Figure 1 Showing the phases of machine learning.

Figure 2 Showing the Step manner approach from detection to characterization.

deep convolution neural network. The system aimed to decrease the blind spots 
during upper GI endoscopy[17]. Unfortunately, they only examined images of benign 
and malignant lesions, not during a real time endoscopy performance.

Comparing white light alone vs linked color imaging showed that endoscopists had 
a lower miss rate with linked color imaging (30.7% vs 64.9%) in detecting early gastric 
cancers post-H. pylori eradication[18]. Linked color imaging is a technique that 
enhances the color range and brightness of images, developed by Fujifilm, Tokyo, 
Japan[19].

White light for detection of upper GI neoplasms is the most common and the 
standard technique. Other methods using advanced high-quality imaging are 
becoming increasingly available in most endoscopy centers. These advanced imaging 
techniques increase the sensitivity and specificity of diagnostic accuracy, especially in 
BE. There is a noticed "synergy" between AI integrated systems and advanced imaging 
techniques. On the other hand, the bias in having good quality images is apparent 
when identifying artifacts and lighting errors as cancerous lesions, or as called 
"spectrum bias" (this is a systematic error, where the data used do not represent the 
patients in question). This is equal in AI and humans[20,21].

While, dye-based imaging enhanced endoscopy (IEE) uses a dye to enhance 
detection of neoplastic lesions, this might not be helpful for examining a wide tract for 
lesions, nor for spraying the whole GI tract with dye. However, equipment enhanced 
IEE (eIEE) solves these problems. eIEE was originally classified into lightening-only 
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techniques along with blue laser imaging (BLI), BLI-bright and NBI (Olympus), 
autofluorescence imaging (Olympus), and post-processing-only techniques such as: 
Flexible spectral image color enhancement - (Fujifilm) and iSCAN - (Pentax), all from 
Tokyo, Japan[22,23].

LCI merges the two techniques by low frequency intensity light, red color 
extraction, and variation enhancement in a red-green-blue color space digital image 
post-processing. The post-processing system has three modes of color enhancement 
(A, B and C) with varying grades. This yields enhancement of hemoglobin-related 
information and neoplastic lesion in C2 and C3 modes or enhancement of neoplastic 
structures in B7 and B8[10].

The visualization using a NBI was mostly used to detect the histological features in 
the research studies. NBI is an advanced imaging technology that uses digital optical 
methods to visualize more enhanced images than the standard white light[24]. NBI 
helps to examine the vascularity and abnormal histological features on site during 
colposcopy, thus adding AI to narrow band could improve the detection of the exact 
histology of polyps and saves time and effort waiting for histopathological assessment 
that may delay the intervention[25]. In addition, the NBI technique is easier than other 
more sophisticated techniques as chromoendoscopy[26].

Shin et al[27] used high resolution microendoscopy to detect esophageal cancer 
using AI integration, showing sensitivity of 93% and specificity of 92% in the training 
set and similar results, albeit slightly lower, in the test and independent sets.

Moreover, in other techniques like, capsule endoscopy, images taken couldn't be 
adjusted in position lightening or quality as they are dependent mainly on gut 
motility, plus their role in upper GI tract evaluation is still limited[28,29].

Online processing causes limitation on the acceptable latency requiring it to be low, 
so real time application mostly uses parallelization of the machine process. Current 
high-end GPU offer higher parallelization than current high-end CPUs, due to larger 
number of cores. An example for this issue appears when Nvidia Tensor RT, a 
software development kit SDK for highly parallel machine learning, marketed to reach 
up to 40 × performance speed than CPU only applications. Tensor RT runs only on 
CUDA (compute unified device architecture), which runs only on Nvidia graphic card. 
Furthermore, other libraries, as "Caffe", can be used either by CPU or GPU, through 
switching a flag in the source code[30,31].

Localized data sets and implementations, limited to specific institutions, will cause 
bias in methodological validation. Thus, public records of images and datasets are 
preferable to decrease this bias. On the other hand, implementation doesn't suffer the 
same urgency for public recording[32].

While latency in offline detection could reach days, this is not acceptable in online 
real time detection, as the latency during endoscopy procedures will cause missing of 
the lesions in vivo, but improvement is more beneficial, as the ideal scenario is no 
latency.

While some studies showed promising results in vitro, there is still work to do 
offline in order to get a real time implementation which can detect neoplasia during 
the endoscopy conduction in vivo[33]. However, of 36 included studies in a recent 
meta-analysis exploring the AI integration in all types of upper GI cancers[3], only 
three studies were in a clinical setting and one was RCT, but even the RCT was on 
images not real time, and the rest of studies were on stored images offline. 
Furthermore, very few studies included videos or live in vivo validation.

The first real time study for detection of gastric cancer was performed using an 
online AI system with Raman spectroscopy integrated to GI endoscopy in vivo. Total 
computation time ranged from 100-130 milliseconds for analysis, with diagnostic 
accuracy of 80%[34].

Ohmori et al[35] introduced a new AI system that could process 36 images per 
second, making it adequate for RT integration in upper GI endoscopy. One concern of 
the authors is that limiting their processing to high quality images could impair the RT 
usage at the time being.

A recent meta-analysis by Arribas et al[3], concluded that we need to focus more on 
real time AI systems in upper GI endoscopy, because due to small number of studies 
(only two were retrieved in this metaanalysis[36,37], we are still uncertain of the 
feasibility of integration of AI with the endoscopists in RT situations.

In Ebigbo et al[37], they used a live-stream camera, examining the classification and 
segmentation of 14 BE patients, with diagnostic accuracy of 89.9%. AI prediction takes 
1.19 s with "ensembling" and 0.13 s without "ensembling".

Luo et al[36] performed the first aided AI RT implementation study in upper GI 
endoscopy. During a case-control study in six different hospitals in China, they 
developed a new AI system for RT examination named Gastrointestinal Artificial 
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Intelligence Diagnosis System (GRAIDS), with latency of only 40 ms, and high 
diagnostic accuracy irrespective of the level of training of the endoscopists.

Imaging techniques, such as volumetric laser endomicroscopy, are used in BE to 
characterize different layers of the mucosa[38]. Characterization ideally includes the 
location, type and stage of neoplasia in the GI tract. A future prospect is the prognosis 
of this type.

"AI system is watching" is a statement that shows how endoscopists are more keen 
on clear videos and imaging when they know that an AI system will use those datasets
[3,39].

The "blackbox" nature of CNN learning algorithms, means that we don’t know how 
the AI system reached its diagnosis, thus no human learning could be benefited from 
AI neoplasia recognition[40]. This is accompanied by the lack of training and lack of 
learning interest in postgraduates, mostly due to the cancer prevalence problems 
mentioned before. The story is different in colonoscopy, where in most studies, experts 
in the field usually beat the AI systems or show equal diagnostic efficacy, also where 
experts beat beginners or junior physicians[41-44].

Another solution presented by the AI implementation, is that only one system could 
be used in all types of upper GI endoscopy. In a multicenter study done by Luo et al
[36], they used a new system called GRAIDS. This system allowed for the examination 
of all types of upper GI neoplasms including both esophageal and gastric in a single 
system. In addition, the system showed similar diagnostic accuracy when compared to 
experts[36].

AI implementation in upper GI endoscopy proceeds first from detection (the lesion 
is present or not), to segmentation (the lesion is differentiated from the surrounding 
normal tissue), and then to characterization (the lesion is histologically predicted). A 
quality assessment tool for diagnostic accuracy studies called QUDAS score and its 
modified version are used for quality assessment of these diagnostic accuracy trials
[45].

FUTURE ASPIRATIONS
One of the most promising findings was the early detection of precancerous lesions 
with chronic inflammatory background (chronic atrophic gastritis) with high 
specificity of all grades (mild, moderate and severe)[46]. This research might offer a 
solution to the hypothetical problem of background inflammatory state confusion with 
cancer. However, future validation is needed to reach our goal.

Accumulation of datasets, with the help of experts in annotating the pictures and 
videos of lesions in the upper GI endoscopy and linking them to the histopathological 
findings is mandatory for the progress of the AI in upper GI endoscopy. And public 
datasets will allow researchers to conduct their algorithm freely, without limitation to 
geographical regions or expert specialization in certain types of cancers.

Using a single system for detection of pan GI neoplasms with acceptable diagnostic 
accuracy for all GI regions is the ultimate goal, in addition to resolving the real time 
delay for image processing, which is still only scarcely examined in upper GI 
endoscopy.

CONCLUSION
Using AI integration with upper GI endoscopy could benefit trainees and general 
practitioners. Building a dataset library that is accessible to the researchers, with upper 
GI lesions apparent irrespective of the geographical area could be of great benefit to 
even experts in the fields with limited knowledge of the non-prevalent cancers in their 
area of practice.
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